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TIle objective of this thesis is to incrctlsc efficiency in lhe administration and 
control of defense construction COnlracts managed by Resident Officer In Charge 
of Construction offices . There are very few tools to guide the project managers in 
the Geld , where the design and construction is actually taking place, thus, they 
improvise individually in ways that may be inefficient. The major focus of this 
thesis is to explain critical path management and how it can help the project 
manager reduce costs, reduce time delays and increase quality . All the needs of a 
typical construction contract arc summarized in a network schedule, using project 
management software to organize and control aU the tasks in a project. The model 
lS illustrated hy applying it to an actttal Navy construction contract. '{he costs and 
benetlts of using the current methods of administration and the critical path 
management method using the model are then compared. 
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In today's cost cutting atmosphere it is necessary to increase ollr effici(!ncy in all 
defeuse programs. Thc Department off>efenoo bas many nues and regulation~ to administer 
and control military constnl(;tion contracts on the macro level, but very few tools to guidc the 
actual Project Manager ~ut in the field where the design and construction is actually taking 
place. 
In the Navy, the Civil. Enginccr Corps (CEC) manages and controls all con~"truction, 
renovation and maintenance projects on Na\")' and Marine Corps bases. ·These projects are 
contracted out to civilian contractors who actually pcrform the design and con~tTUctjon . A 
Navy junior CEC officer is tbe Project Manager, who controls and ad.tninisters the contract 
Usually these officers h.ave multiple contrat..1S at one timc. 
In today's Total Quality Leadcrship environment, thc focus is on streamlining all 
operations and directing all efforts ofthe organization toward serving tlJc customer who will 
be using the final product. In the Resident Officer in Charge of Construction Office, young 
inexperienced Na\")' CEC officers want to follow the Total Quality Leadership concept; but 
they are not given any spccific project management tools. Some project management training 
is condut..1ed at the Civil Engineer Corps Officer SellOOI, but it is brief With multiple projects 
and no cot1~islent projCd management tools or tecbniques implemented 
commonly uver budget, late, and of poor quality. 
A common project llllI.Ilagement technique caUcd critical path management is a very 
efia.'t.ive way to plan, organue. execute, and monitor construction contracts. Givcu a simple 
model to follow, the Navy officers who are the Assistant Resident Officcrs in Chargc of 
Construction will be able to apply critical path management to save the govemmocnt time 
and money 
B. 	 ORJt:CTIVt:: 
This objective of this thesis is to: (1) explain how critical path management can help 
thc Assistant Resident Officer Tn Charge of Construction, (2) develop a critical path 
managemcnt model, (3) illu~iratc how it is uscd with an actual government constm(...'tioll 
contract, and (4) pcrform a brief cost/benefit study to detennine if using critical path 
management techniques and the model saves the government's valuable resources. 
C. 	 RESEARCH QUJ<:STIONS 
The following specific questions are addressed in this research· 
1. Is critical path management an effective, efficient, consisteut mcthod to manage 
and control a twical construction contract? 
2. Is critical path management, combined with project management software, useful 
for dcveloping a standard model for a "typical" com.tmction coutract? How does it work? 
3. Is the CPM method with a standard model more efficient and cost effective than 
other informal manual methods typically used by a Resident Officer in Charge ofCoustruction 
Office? 
D. 	 SCOPE, L1MlTATJONS, AND ASSUMPTIONS 
The main purpose of this study is to develop a vel)' basic construction model using 
critical path management teehniqucs and project managcment software. lb.is thesis will be 
limited to briefly explaining how thc model was dcveloped. illustrating the model with an 
actual construction project. testing it!': cost effectivene~ by using a costlbenefit analysis, and 
bridly discuf:sing itf: implementation. Tn the end this Ihesis v,rill serve as a handbook for 
Assif:tant Residenl Officers in Charge ofConstruction so tlley can effeclively and consistctltly 
manage construction projects and understand the basic project management concepts. 
Therc arc cxtraneous factors that limit th<: n::s.:arch effort. Costs will bc difficult to 
determine since the model bas never actually bcen used. Actual oosts for the illuf:trated 
oonstruction project using current techniques are not readily available and would he difficult 
to include compleh::1y in thc scope oflhis tb<:sis. Some IOrecaf:ting .....mbe used to detenninc 
basic cof:ts using the model; however, foreca!>ting is not completely accurate. 
In this tbesis it is assumed this model will bc uscd in a Residem Officcr In Chargc of 
Construction offict: that has comp atihle computer technology and personnel traincd to use 
basic prograIIL~ It is also assumed !ht: reader underf:tands basic project management 
concepts 
1:. LITERATURE R1£VlEW AND METHODOLOGY 
The methodology by .....illcb data was collected for this thcsis consistt:d ofintcrvicw~ 
literature searches, and collection of official contract data. The Resident Officer in Charge 
of Comtruction at the Naval Po~tgraduate School was interviewed briefly about current 
policit:s and proccdures. ClUTent periodicals and recent book publications were us.:d to 
choose software and develop the model. Official contract documents were uscd to develop 
an illustration ofthe model and perform thc co~tfbcm:fit ~Ulalysis. 
F. 	 ABBREVIATIONS 
Some common abbreviations used throughout this thesis are: 
CEC - Civil Engineer Corps 
ROlCC " Resident Officer In Charge of Construction 
ARorcc -Assistant Resident Officer In Charge ofConstmetion 
CPM - Critical Path Management 
PM - Project Managcr 
TQL - Total Quality Leadership 
PERT - Program Evaluating Research Task 
G. 	 THESL."'ORGANTZAnON 
The remaindt.'T of this thesis is presented in four chapters with supporting appendices. 
Chapter 11 presents a general discussion of critical path management. development of 
the construction model, ana its use 
Cbapter ill illustrates the implementation of the model by using an actual eontra(..1 at 
the Naval Postgraduate School. 
Chapter IV is a oostlbenefit study eomparing the current method of oontract 
administration and the proposed CPM method with the developed model 
Chapter V provides the oonclusionsand recommendations ofthis study. Conclusions 
are drawn from tbe model and the costlbenefit study. Recomml:ndations are made regarding 
implementation and the vanous uses of critical path management and the model 
The appendices present the basic model and the example used to illustrate the model 
JL CRlTlCALPATHlUANAGEMENT 
A. SPEC1J1C BACKGROUND 
All construction, renovation and maintenance projects for Navy and Manne shore 
fucilities are managed by the Civil Engine!.-... Corps (CEC). 111e contracting process is under 
the authority of an Engineering Division headquarters which presides over a geographical 
area. In each division there are multiple field offices which handle the actual contract 
administration on site. The field office is the Resident Officer In Charge of Construction 
(ROICC) and the officer in charge is normally a Lieutenant Commander. The Assistant 
Resident Officer in Charge ofConstru(..tion (AROlCC) is the junior officer who is actually thc 
project manager who handles the administration of assigned contracts. 
The AROICC 'sjob begins when a contract is advertised.in the civilian community. 
The !\RUICC is responsible for the review ofthc contra!.-'t !>']lecifications and drawings for 
constructability. Once the contract is awardcd to a contractor, the ARUICC becomes the 
project manager who is responsible for the propcr execution of the contract work 
Specifically, the ARorec is responsibLe for aJl 3!o']lects of the job, including planning, 
approving submittals, coordinating work schedules, solving design probLems, and accepting 
work in place. AROICC's usually are in charge ofmultiplc proje(..1s at anyone time. 
A construction project can val}' in complexity from a simple $25,000 playground to 
the construction ofa multi-million dollar office huilding complex. As is to be expected, these 
projects can get very complicated, require enonnous amounts of information, and take a 
great dcalofwork to administer and COnlrol. The average ROICC office does not have any 
formal control procedures for the AROICC's to e.ffh.:tivcly and consistently administer the 
projects- Eaeh AROICC has his or her own management style. At the start of a project, a 
paper file is usuaiJy created and organized according to the AROICC's particular preferences 
The AROICC knows what to expe,,'1 from the contractor from the specifications and 
preconstruction meetings and expects to receive all the necessary information on time. 
Usually the experienced contractor will eventually submit all the required documentation, 
which is reviewed, approved and filed in the paper file. During actual construction the 
AROICC will try to keep track of the contractor' s progress and help when problems arise 
Each AROICC has his or her own particular management techniques, but all the AROICC's 
interviewed for this study manually handled all the information and corre;;pondence, trying 
to manage all aspects of every project under their authority. OftctJ when a project gets 
complicated the AROICC gets overwhelmed trying to manage all the problems and tasks of 
multiple projects. The contractors are rarely held accountable for a submittal process or a 
realistic schedule. Time and mouey are wasted and the quality of the final product is 
compromised. The lack of proper planning and organized control techniques costs the 
government millions of dollars each year. 
[here is a desperate need within the CEC to develop better project management 
techniques. Proactive management is much more effective than the currenl reactive 
management. Proper project management includes four phases, planning, organi.zi.u.g, 
executing and monitoring, and includes the project elements of time, cost, material and 
organization (Ahuja, 1994). Proper project management will allow the AROICC to plan the 
project and stay in control throughout the duration ofthe work. 'Ibis will give the AROICC's 
confidcnce in their abilitics, allowing them to properly administer multiple projects resulting 
in (!uaJity final products. 
B. CRlTICAL PATH MANAGEMENT DEi'IN.IW 
1. Hjstory 
Critical Path Management is not oew to the Navy or the military Tt was used in the 
late 1950's and early 1960's to develop the Polaris Fleet Ballistic Missile system. CPM was 
used to develop project schcdules and Dlinimize project co~ts through optimized scheduling 
(Moder, 1993) The Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) was also 
developed for this partil.,liar project. from this effort Gantt charts and other management 
)"(''Porting techniques were developed (Moder, 1993). AU these management methods were 
characterized as largely manpmvcr intcllSive or dependent on a main frame computer, which 
was cconomical only for very large complcx programs. 
It wasn't until the mid 1980's, when personal computers became capablc of handling 
the <:xtensive calculations of CPM and PERT algorithms, that CPM was considered to be a 
feasiblc management tool. Computers are even taster today, so the repetitive calculations that 
made CPM formidable can now be performed by a computer in seconds. Thcse computers 
have made it pos!liblc for managers with only a casual wlderstanrung ofCPM, PERT and 
Gantt concepts to use these methods to improve projcct manag<:ment of all types ofprojccts. 
Modem sofiwar<: has combined CPM, PERT and Gantt methods to plan , organize, control 
and complete constmction projects easily and quickly. 
2. CPM Deftned 

Critical Path Management is a project management technique for developing a plan, 

obtaining feedback during execution, modifYing the plan, and attaining a goal. CPM has four 
phases, p1.1nning, organizing, executing and monitoring a project (Ahuja, 1994). It helps a 
project manager successfully use thc four project clements, time, cost, material and 
organization. CPM in its pure form without computers is idcntifYing tasks to complete a 
project, putting them in order of execution, creating interdependencies, and detennining 
durations - all to develop a schedule. The schedule dates arc calcldated by using a ~tart date 
and task durations and tracking through tlle various paths of constmction until a fmal 
completion date is reachcd. This final completion date is determined by the longe~ paUl, or 
the critical path. 
3. CPMBasic Concepts 
In today's software, CPM is used by tlle computer to calculate the schedule. Several 
common types of graphical representations are used to display the information. The project 
activities arc inputted in a Gantt Chart (Figure 1) as individual tasks, which are then given 
durntions and graphed as work over time. A PERT chart shows the schedule as a network 
and is uscfiil for placing thc individual tasks in order ofexecution and creating dependencies. 
Figure 2 shows a small sc('1.ion ofa PERT chart. A much more extensive PERT chart is 
shown in Appendix A. Gantt charts combined with PERT networks are the two basic tools 
necessary for the fotart of successful projcct illJlllagcmcnt using CPM. 
Having the tools is not enough for success, however. A project manager mu;;!. 








Figure 1. Gantt Chart 
Figure 2. PERT Chart 
ROICC office, mu!.1 operatc with some sort of plan io lIle form ofa wrineo scbedule. Most 
oftbe time it is a simple bar chart that lists large phases ofllle plan and the durations which 
are shown 00 a horuooal calender, as shown in Figure 3. As each phase is completed, 
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Figure 3, Bar Chart 
are rarely accurate, and do not show any of the interrelations and interdependencies that 
control progress (O'Brien, 1993). lbese bar charts are usually treated by the Government 
and the contractor as a paperwork exercise, and are autoroaticaUy approved. This har chart 
schedule is the only fonnal means of control over lIle contract progress_ As a result the 
AROICC mu!.1 physically verify where lIle project really is in terms of its schedule. 
CPM software and proper project management techniques can avoid this problem. 
In the beginning of the cootract lIle AROICC uses the GMu chart format and the official 
plans and specifications to input all the project tasks. These are then put in order of 
execution. Durations are estimated and dependencies are created. A schedulc is generated 
10 
hy the computer, with a realistic completion date. This schedule can then be used to track 
all aspects ofthe project from material suhmittals to tJle final in~allation ofa new building's 
sc('wity system. The AROICC also has the added benefit of knowing that project inside and 
out because he or she had to review it stell hy ~ep to develop the schedule This is the start 
of planning using CPM concepts. 
This fir~t schedule is only the first attempt. Once the contract starts and the contract 
time clock actually stans ticking, this schedule will he constantly shilling and will require 
modifications. This scheduLe will aUow the AROICC to sit do'MJ with the contractor and plan 
the actual constru('1ion methods and talk We projet.1 through. At this time, problems are often 
identified before they become serious time delay and can be solved before work even begins. 
The schedule can include a SllIIllllary ofthe many milestones for when ronline paperwork is 
due and givc the AROICC an easy rcfercucc to track the submittals and their approval. 
During actual WllSllllctioll the schedule \\ill identify "hat task is to be completed on what day 
giving We MOICC a tool to see exactly where const.ruction should be and whether it is on 
schedule. It is a method of holding the contractor accountable for his work The schedule 
is dynamic and requires con~ant communication bern'een the dillerent Government 
employees and the contractor to keep it up to date and accurate, but it helps to keep work 
moving on time and \\itbin budget. 
One ofthe main drawbacks ofCPM is that it takes a great deal oftimc. First, CPM 
techniques mllst be Wldcrstood. Fommately most MOICC's have civil engineering degrees 
\Wich included some classes which briefly reviewed CPM and scheduling. Second, the lime 
to learn the program is a factor There is always a learning cwve associated with learning 
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any new oofiware. This learning process has to happen only once, though_ Third, inputting 
the projel.-t infurmation in the funn of individual tasks takes a great deal of time and is quite 
repetitive and time consuming. Government contracts all have sllnilar schedules in the 
beginning of a project, with the same requirements; but, once the project starts, it is unique 
in its particular constructioll. "1his thesls addresses this time prublem. Since all contract 
requirements in the beginning are identical, a model will be developed using CPM software 
that already has the basic tasks, durations, and dependencies inputted. It also will show the 
general areas of construction which can easily be expanded upon once a particular project 
design is received 
4. CPM and TQL 
Today's Navy has adopted the Deming Total Quality Management philosophy, which 
was changed to Total Quality Leadership to reflect the Navy' s unique organi711tional 
~tructure. Total Quality Leadership emphasizes the elimination ofwaste from the workplace 
by examining processes. 'TQL ofprojects involves bringing together successfuUy a complex 
mixture ofingredlcllts consisting of teamwork culture, trained persolllle~ corporate mission, 
goals and strategies, leadership, organizational structure, and adequate project management 
tools" (Ahuja, 1994). TQL aDd CPM philosophies are closely related. Both have the goal 
of streamlining operations and directing all efforts to completing a project to serve the 
customer with a high quality product. 
C. DEVELOPMl!:NT Ot' Tilt: MODEL 
1. Software Choice 
To use CPM it is advisable to use a projeet management software package. Manual 
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calculations of durations, activity start and fini!ill date~, and the project completion date are 
so cumhcr~ome and time consuming that this method would not be practical for smaller 
project~. Whcn CPM sofhvare first became availablc it wa~ cxtrcmely expen~ive, ~o it was 
u<;ed for only large construction projects. Now roany dilTerent software packagcs are 
available for only hundreds of dollars rather than thousands 
By reference to diffcn.'nt computer magazines and their evaluations ofthe software 
for small to large construction projects it was ea!'1}' to narrow the choices down to thrcc. 
CASuper project by Computer Associates, Timeline by Symantec, and Microsoft's Quick 
project were very inexpensive and easier to use than other soJhvare packages available (PC 
Magazine, 1995). All three are under six hundred dollars and are fairly simple to U<;e, 
although any CPM software requires some knowledge of basic PM techniques. For a small 
ROICC office, cost is a limiting factor. Timcline wascbosen for the development of the CPM 
model bccause it was capable of handling multiple proje(.."iS simultaneously. Ibis feamre 
could be useful later as the ROICC expenise increases and as the usc of CPM becomes 
routine. Timeliue is an ideal package for the organi.z.ation with little or no CPM experience 
Using the program is very easy. It has easy pull-down menus; so, once the basic learning 
curve is over, using the program is as simple as pointing the mouse and clicking the button 
on what the user wants to do. 
2. The CPM Model 
'Ine CPM Model df.,.."eloped in this thesis is a very simple network of tasks that arc 
common to auy government construction project. The information lIsed to develop the 
model included a copy of an a(..."iual construction contract with the official plan~ and 
D 
specifications. Many sections ofthe contract are identical for every government project. As 
a result, parts ofOle CPM schedule will always be the same or very s.imilar. Tbese are the 
tasks that arc targeted in the model, so the AROICC does not have to enter the exact same 
tasks every time a new project schedule is developed. Also, very general areas of a 
construction project are included in a very simple form so they canju!>t he expanded upon for 
each individual eontralt. This model v.illmake the AROICC'sjob easier and give him or ber 
a place to start inputting the CPM schedule for eaeh uuique contract. 
To stan the model, certain criteria within the Timeline program had to be established 
First the basics ofa con!>trnction project had to be entered, such as nUluber of work days, 
actual working hours per day, and holidays. For example, an assumed 40 hour work week 
and five working days were inputted and saved. Every project schedule developed using thi~ 
model will now have all the !>tandard settings. Tbese settings are very easy to alter if 
necessary. 
The plans and specifications tor any government contract will include the complete 
design and aU the eontract requirements. After reviewing the contract documents, the Gantt 
chart in tile database was used to type in the tasks that make up a standard project. Fir!>t, 
all the major mile!>tones of a contract, such as contract award, were inputted. Contract award 
is a milestone, or a task. with no duration, that must be reached in order for the rest of the 
contract work to proceed. All of the milestones were then placed in the Gantt chart in 
chronological order as shown in Figure I. For example, the negotiation meeting had to be 
oompleted before the award could happen. Once the major milestones had been inputted and 
saved it was time 10 go back to the beginning and insert all the contract tasks Timeline is a 
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very easy program in whicb to insert, delete and move tasks about so tasks can be inputted 
and manipulated. 
Inputting these tasks is not as easy as it sounds All the tasks must be placed in the 
proper order, each \\ith a sliccessor and preeessor. A prccessor is a task that mu~t bappen 
before anotller can be started. A successor is a task that depends on another and cannot begin 
until the previous task is completed. After all the milestones are inputted, summary tasks are 
inserted to develop an outline ofwork before inputting the hundreds of individnal tasks. A 
1\ 
......n.,m.. 1­
'90 ,... _ ...."...,t---
- ,~ ~ - }G{-~'-J 
Figure 4. Summary task 
summary task is one task that is nsed to collect a series 01" related tasks 1111d indents tbem in 
the Gantt chart (Figure \) or encloses them ,in a single box in the PERT cban as shown in 
Figure 4. Ibese SllIlllll3rytasks are at a basic level of detail tbat shows the big picture before 
each part is zoomed in on and the level ofdctail is increased. For example, there are muhiple 
administrative items that must be submitted by the contractor before work Catl begin on site 
All these administrative n:ports arc included in the model as a s11mmary task to make the 
organization of the Gantt chan sinlJller aDd the PERT network diagram easier to read 
Summary tasks can also be used in thc a(.'tUal construction, such as asphalt paving. Paving 
is a summary task but many smaller individual tasks need to be donc hefore paving is 
considered complete. For exampLe, first a subsurface must be ordered, put in placc, and then 
compacted before the paving can he donc. 
Once the ~-ummary tasks are in the proper order, all the individual tasks are filled in 
using the plans and specifications and the AROICC's personal construction experience. At 
this point the model is heginning to look like a simple con~truction project list, with al1 the 
standard tasks inputted and saved in a database, as shown in Appendix: A. 
The next step in the development of the model is to assign durations to each ofthe 
tasks. I"h.e summary task durations arc assigned by the computer hascd on the individual 
tasks inside the summary hox. It takes thc earliest date to start the summary task and the 
latest date as thc compk.1ion ofthc summary task. Durations for thc required administrative 
suhmlttals are included in the contract. For example, the proof of insurance must be 
submitted and approved 10 days after the award ofthe coutract; so 10 days is inserted as the 
duration. Within the duration box, Timeline gives the user two different duration types to 
use. Thc first is fixed duration. Fixed duration cannot be changed no matter how many 
people work at the task; these are often administrative deadlines which are actual contract 
requirements (Sanders, 1991). Thc second is cffort-based duration, when a task can be 
completed faster if morc pcople work on it. Effort-hased tasks are usually the a\..1ual 
conl>trul.'1ion tasks (Sanders, 1991). For some tasks it is ohvious which type of duration is 
to be used, but others requirc euginecring judgement. One thing to remember here is that 
aU ofthe effort-hased durations are estimates based OD standard crew sizes. 
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The durations in the model for many of the administrative requirements will be the 
same for all eonstm("1ion projects but the durations tor the SUllllllllry tasks will usually not be 
the same. When a s]Jccifie project is inputted, the durations for the construction tash \vill be 
lJIuque lor that individual project 
When inputting tasks and duration~ eHort-based tasks will come in a fe\ ... different 
categories based 011 when they will !>1art and finish. Ibc catcgOl)' must be chosen for each 
particular task or it will revert to the default category. Ibe default category is the most 
commonly used task eategOlY- It is the As Soon As Possible (ASAP) category. These are 
tasks which will be accomplished at the earliest pr3ctical opportunity. 'Thcir earliest 
occurrence is generally constrained, by the 3vailability of a resource or completion of a 
prerequisite task. Other categories 3ft: As Late As Possible (ALAP), Start No Sooner Tb3U 
(SNST), Start No Later "Thall (SNLT), and Must Stan On (MSO) (Symantee Corporation, 
1994). For the modcl, the ASAP category was used for all tasks to avoid confusion and keep 
the model as simplt: as possible. As a specific project is inputted into the model these 
categories can easily be customized to fit the actual sequence of project tasks 
Once all the tasks and dumtions were in the Gantt chart, the PERT network view was 
used to create dependencies and place tasks in order of completion. In the PERT ...iew 
mile~1ol1cS arc circular boxes and tasks are rectangular boxes. The PERT view makes it easy 
to see task relationships and determine whether tasks arc eoneW"rent or eonsecutive_ To 
mu~te how this was done, part ofthe PERT view of the model \\.il1 be examined as shown 
in Figure 5. Before the curing of the concrete could happen, several tasks had to be 
completed first, so ties were drawn in the form of activity arrows showing the flow ofwork. 
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First the reinforcing must be placed in the excavated area. Once this was completed Ule 
concrete was brought on site and was tested to make sure it met contract rcqurrement~ 
These are consecutive tasks. Th.e ncxt two tasks could be completed at the same timll 
These are the pouring of the concrete in different areas ofthe site. Each of these tasks are 
successors to the concrete testing task Once the pouring is done for both of the tasks the 
curing cou1d begin. 
Figure 5. PERT Chan 
In Timeline there are four different ways to show the relationship b ...'t\veen tasks. For 
simplicity, all the tasks in the modd usc the dcfuuJt relationship. This is a linish-to-start 
relationship between tasks. It means one task must be finished before another can start. 
(Symantee Corporation, 1994) It i~ the most commonly used relationriliip in construction 
scheduling. A less common relationship available in the program is the stan-Io-start , where 
the successor starts at the same time the predecessor task begins. '[be start-to-finish is aha 
WlCOmmon. l11is is where a task must be started before another task can be completed. The 
end-Io-end relationship is not very commOll. Here both tasks must end simultaneously or 
there is a specified time relationship bern'een their completion. When u~ing the model for a 
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specific projcct, these relationships can be easily customized to show thc most accurate 
relationship. 
Timelin.e makes it casy to move tasks around the page and place them in logical order. 
Couneeting tasks is also simple within the PERT view. The most time conSlllIl.in.g part of 
developing the model is placing tasks in order of execution and interpreting the contract 
documents to find the propcr time requiremcnts for the various suburittals. 
At thi<; t)Oint the model is as complete as it can get without actual comtruction dates, 
as shown in Appendix A Calculation of the schedule and more advanced concepts will be 
illustrated in the next chapter. Jt is important to note tbat to print tne model exampJe, dates 
......ere inserted. Oev<:Joping the model took time and construction experience; but, once th<: 
basic mile!.tones and adm.inbttrative items were entered, their tasks, durations and 
dependencies will not change for most projects. 1be model shows somc basic constmction 
tasks in thc fonn ofSllIlllIllU)'tasks ....mch arem logical order, allowing the AROleC to tailor 
the model to develop a usefUl CPM schcdule 
D. USE 0 ... THE .MODEL 
lbis modd has the potential to save every ROICC office time and moncy. It is a 
starting lloint for every ~inglc constru<..llon project Most of tne basic mileston<:s and the 
adllrinistrativc and ~ubmittal requirements are the samc for every contract, so these will never 
have to be re-inpllued unless Government requirements change. The AROICC wiU be the 
primary person using the model. He or she wi.1luse it to develop a prclimwary construction 
plan befilfC the proconstruction meeting. All the MOICC will have to do i~ <:nkr the model, 
s.ave it under another name, and start modifYing the construction portion ofthe plan to fit the 
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panicular projcct. Once this particular plan is inputtcd the AROICC has already buill the 
projcct on paper and is ready 10 enter the pre construction meeting and talk ovcr the project 
with thc contractor 
At this time the schedule developed is only an estimate to be used as a tool to plan 
actual work. It will change many timc~ starting with the preconstruction meeting. The 
contractor has the expertise to build the project so the AROICC must realize he or she should 
li.<,ten to the contractor's ideas and plans and then modify the CPM plan. Throughout the 
projct."t this CPM schedule \\111 be dynamic, needing to be updated regularly. As the project 
progresses, the ROTCC staf}~will use it to hold the contractor accountable for deadlines and 
to administer the projet."t. T">etails ofth,?usc ofthe CPM schedule will be discussed in Chapter 
lll. 
As the use ofthc model and the CPM method become more prevalent, a hist.orieal file 
will be developed automatically. At the end of each contract the AROICC will have a final 
as--bui1t CPM schedule with actual durations and construction methods. Later when a similar 
project is awarded, this prior schedule will be an excellent reference to develop a more 
accurateprelimin.ary plan 
E. SUMMARY 
The currcnt methods of contract administration are not adequate in loday's cost 
cutting atmosphere. Critical path management with the developed model is a powerful 
contract management tool which can help the AROICC decrease costs, reduce time and 
increase quality. 
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1Ir. NPS GAIT CONSTRUcrION CONTRACT 
A. BACKGROUND 
To lully explain the CPM model that wa~ developed in Chapter IT, an actual contract 
from the Naval Postgraduate School ..vill be u!>ed. The main gate and guard house were 
recently completed using a design-build contract. This type of contract is awarded to a 
contractor who will be responsible for designing the project and then building it. The data 
collected for this thesis was obtained during interviews, official contract documents, and the 
plans and specifications. 
B. SCOPE OF WORK 
The ~cope of work was to design, construct and manage the new main gate at the 
Naval POl>tgradualc School. As l>tatcd in the contract documents, "The project consists of 
site improvements to include partial demolition of an cxi!>t.ing parking lot, a new Tenth Street 
entrance roadway, a guard hou...-.e, installation ofnvo wrought iron gates, an architectural wall 
and security fencing." The Contractor was required to design and build the main gate and the 
surrounding l>tructurcs. 
C. ACTUAL ADMINISTRATION 0.1<' CONTRACT 
The administration of a contract begins at the Engineering field Division, which 
develops the project ami prepares the official contract documentation for solicitation. nle 
ROICC office takes ovcr the contra(''t fonnally WhCll the contract is awarded. However, the 
ROICC is usually invited to attend any pre-award informational mcctings. In the ROKC 
officcthc AROICC is assigned os the Project Manager (PM) re::'1'onsiblc for aU a::'1'e('""\8 ofa 
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contract, and is the liaison between the contractor and the Government. There is a civilian 
engineeling teclmician assigned to each project who acts as the daily inspector, and routinely 
checks on the contractor's progress. This enginecring technician reports to the AROlee on 
a daily basis. There is usually one contracting officer per ROICC office who signs all the 
official admini!itrative documents and handles aU the official monetary dctails . 
1. Pre-award 
To start the contractingproccss the Engineering Field Activity (EFA) sent a Request 
For Proposal (RFP), aJong with all the necessary technical infonnation, to thc contractor 
chosen by the Engineering Field Activity. For this contract the RFP was sent to the 
contractor on 13 July 1994 with the due date for the proposal set for 2 August 1994. Even 
though the ROlCC office was not officially involved at this time, the ROICe usually takes 
the time to get the contract documentation organized. This particular contract was organized 
using a six file foldt:r syslt:m. File I was pre--award documents, file 2 was for post-award 
documents, file 3 was labor compliance documents, file 4 was payment documentation, file 
5 was for submittal" and file 6 was the modifications file. 1he AROlCe also kept a black 
notebook with the contract requirements, notes, and the approved plans and specifications 
A progrdm named Paradoxc; used to summarize an of the ROICe oHict: contracts and criticaJ 
data, inChlding the gate contract data. Correspondence for all current and past contracts is 
kept on a personal computer. 
Before the proposal due date this particular contractor requested a meeting to clarify 
details ofthe contract requirements. The Engineering Field Activity representative, AROlCC 
and other government representatives attended this meeting It was mainly a question and 
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answer session cum:eming the scope ofwork. The proposal was submitted on time on 2 
August 1994. Iftbe proposal is not received on time, the contractor takes the risk ofbeing 
eliminated as the possible contractor and baving the government advertise the work tor other 
contractors to bid un. 
The proposal is sent to the Engineering Field Division for review by the Engineers and 
contracting experts to prepare for negotiations. A copy is ronted arollnd the ROTCC office 
using a typed routing slip for the ContraG"ting Officer, R01CC, AROlCC, and technical 
representative to review. This routing slip requires an initial to show each person has seen 
it There arc no deadlines tor each revicv.· 
There was a pre-negotiation meeting 'with the contractor hy the EF A and ROICC 
personnel to clarify any confusing portions of the proposal. Tills meeting oC(''UlTed on 8 
August 1994. The negotiation meeting took place on 11 and 12 August 1994. At this 
meeting Government and contractor personnel reviev.-ed the requirements ofthe contract 
reviewed the proposal and calle to a final price agreement. 
After th!! agreement th!!re WllS extensive paperwork to complete, so award was 
scheduled to take place several we!!kslater on 26 SeptenID!!r 1994. At this tim!! the contract 
requirements had to be modified. Hecausc Uris modification was not sigo.cd until 6 OctoheJ 
1994, the contract was not actually awarded untitS October 1994 
2. Post-Jlw.rd 
Once the award takes place the contract i.~ the AROICC's responsibility After the 
award the contractor has 1ifieen days to get organized to beg.in work. At the fifteen day mark 
the contract c1uc,k starts ticking. TIle contract was split into three phastls tor scheduling' 
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design completed by day 35, Government review of the design completed by day 50, and 
com~mction completed by day 175. 1bis put the final design due date at 31 Octoher 1994, 
government review complete by 14 November 1994, and the contract completion date at 4 
April 1995. 
On the award date the AROICC begins administering the contract There are 
numerous details and deadlines for every contract and the gate project was no exception. 
Many submittals are due within days ofthe contract award. For example, the contractor is 
re4:lwred by the contract to submit a conlra,,'t schedule to the Government within 15 days of 
award. "This schedule is required to he in a critical path fonnat and cover the entire contract 
from start to finish . The AROICC for the gate project did not have any summary of 
requirements and due dates prepared, so it was difficult and time consuming to determine 
v.hat was due and when. As a result, few of the initial required submittals were turned in on 
time. Instead the MOleC and the contractor concentrated on getting the de!>ign started and 
ignored the smaller details which had little noticeable impact on the design. 
3. Design 
Within ten days ofaward the contract requires a prc-construction meeting to discuss 
the project. This meeting was beld on II Octoher 1994 and attended hy key Government and 
contral."1or persoIDlcl At this time details such as obtainmg base passes, submitting proof of 
insurance, and other general admioll,trative requirements were also discussed. Contractor 
questions ahout the scope ofwork and the design were answered. ·The contractor was also 
verhally reminded of dcsign completion deadlines. The AROICC ran this meeting which lasted 
a fewhouIs. 
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Once tbe contract time began, within 15 days a 35% review ofthe desigu was requircd 
by the contract. This 35% rcvicwis a mcctin.g at the oontra("tors office with the AROTCC and 
the technical representative to discuss the dcsign and answcr thc contractor's questions. "Ille 
final design was due on 28 October 1994. It was actually submitted on 7 November 1994 and 
di..<;approved by the MOICC becausc extensivc revisions were necessary. 'Jbc contra("1:or had 
failed to submit a complete design. The final design was given a new due datc of 17 
November 1994, was actually submitted on 5 Deccmbcr 1994, and was once again 
disapproved. A 100% design wview meeting was actually held on 15 December 1994. 
Notice to proceed with the comtruction wa~ finaJly given to thc contractor on II January 
1995, six weeks after the original planned notice to proceed date. 
4. Construction 
At this point thc contractor is fonnally allowcd to begin eOIl~1ruction after a sccond 
preconstruction meeting and the approval ofvarious required submittals. "Ibis meeting was 
lffinilar to the first. It took ~eral hours in which con!;truction requirements were discussed 
and contractor's que~tions were ansv.'crcd. Tn the contract requirements, oll-site work is 
absolutcly not allO\ved UJ1til several administrative requirements have been submiued, 
including schedule, safety plan, schedule of prices, and insurance. Most of these documents 
were due 15 days alter award ofthe contract. Thcse rcquirerru .. 'nts were not aJl enforced since 
on-site work began 30 January 1994 without all the required submittals being approved 
Once construction began, the project proceeded at an acceptable rate .. Eventually all 
the required docwnents were subnritted. During construction there were s(,,'Vcral delays which 
required modifications to me contract Change order number olle was ad.ministrative due to 
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changes in the wording ofthe oontract. This change occurrt'd in the beginning ofthe contract 
and delaycd award. Change order number two was for design changes, which included 
adding cmb ramps, changing the gates, and modifYing somc fixtures. Change order nUlllber 
three was for wcather delays. Change order number fuur was for design and timing problems 
which llild to be solved. It included tbe demolition ofthe old guard ~back, which could not 
happen until the new one was operational, so thc contractor requested a time extension. 
Changc orders often take a great deal of time and effort. The changes mu!>"! bc 
id~tificd as actual modifications; then the contractor submits a proposal which is reviewed 
by the ROICC staff The contracting officer and the contractor must come to an agreement 
and sign thc official change order document before the contractor can do any ofthe required 
modifications. As a rcsult, \vork is often delayed. 
Thc oontract was officially oompletcd and turned ovcr to the government on 16 Junc 
1995. Sinee rbe contractor was very late in finishing the design and encountcred construction 
changes, the entire project finished 10 weeks later than the original contract oompletion dale 
of4 April 1995. 
D. NPLEMENTING THE MODEL 
Using the gatep~eCl as an example will clarify the model's (Appendix A) actual use 
in contract administration (Appendix B) 
1. Pre-award 
The ROICC has very little control over the contract before the contract is awarded. 
While awaiting the award the AROICC can use this valuable time to become familiar with 
the oontract requirements by using the model to develop a preliminary schedule and attending 
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infonnational meetings held hy the EFA for the contractor 
Developing the Preliminary Schedule 
Using the model is very simple once the AROrCC is familiar with Timcline 
The first step is to thoroughly read over all available documentation for the gate proje!.:t, and 
become familiar with the scope of work and requirements, Once all the data is gathered it 
is time to start using the modcl (Appendix A). The next step is to enter the model in the 
Gantt Chart and save it under a different name such as "Gate"_ This way the data in the 
model can be modified for this particular project without changing the original model, The 
next step is to check all the early tasks and milestones and make sure they are all included in 
the network with all the proper deadlines and durations, If they are not, this is the time to 
add or delete tasks, Once the tasks and durations are entered it is easiest to work with a 
PERT !.:hart. The application of the model in Appendix A will be explained step-by-step 
Appendix B is the result of changing the model for the gate project For example, on page 
61 of the model in Appendix A, the sequence of events shows the RFP forwarded, proposal 
received, government review, prenegotiation meeting, negotiation preparations, negotiation 
meeting, administrative tasks, and award The gate contract in appendix B is id entical since 
it was used to develop the model. If the model was used for another contract all these tasks 
would be similar. The only major change would be the dates. The AROICC would insert the 
dates unique to the individual contract 
[n Appendix A, page 62, the admini.~trative n:quirements are shown on one 
path ofthe project. Once again Appendix B, page 70, of the gate project is very similar since 
the administrative requirements for most contracts are identical. This must never be taken for 
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granted though; the AROlCC must check the individual contract specifications for the actual 
requirements and compare them to the model's requirements. For example, after the award 
the contractor is required to submit a schedule for the project. The model allows 15 days for 
the submission of the schedule. It is important to check the gate project contract and make 
sure the duration is actually 15 days. The other path in Appendix A, page 62 and Appendix 
B, page 70, shows the progression of the design task by task Once again it is identical and 
requires no revision 
The Gantt chart in Timeline is very easy to revise, and the PERT chart makes 
it easy to analyze the schedule. Usually the early requirements from RFP to the Notice To 
Proceed (NTP) for a project will be either identical or very similar to the model in logic 
Revising this part of the model to develop a schedule will take very little time 
The schedule after the NTP will be unique for every project, and the project 
win Slart to get complicated. In Appendix A, page 6], the NTP is where different paths of 
constructio n emerge. The model at this point will still resemble the "typical contract" since 
most contracts have the same administrative requirements and similar mobilization 
requirements. As shown in Appendix B these administrative and mobilization tasks for the 
gate project are still identical to the model's in appendix 1'1.. There are many administrative 
requirements due before work on site can begin; so it is necessary to check these to make SUfe 
tht..·y are all included with the proper durations. In the model there is an additional path which 
includes material submittals. In the model these submittals are kept separate, but once a 
project schedule is being developed it is best to move each individual material submittal to the 
summary task to show the relationship For example, in Appendix A, page 64, the first 
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material submittal is the electrical submittal. When the project was inputted, this submittal 
task was moved to be in sequence \vith the laying ofelcctrical conduit (Appendix B, page 72) 
This makes the network easier to read 
The next step is for thc AROICC to review the contract documents, and u~e 
his or her engineering know ledge to forecast how he or she would build the project if the 
AROleC was going to design it. Remember, at this point there is no design yet, only a scope 
ofwork. This forecast ing should be very basic and not broken down into individual tasks 
The best way to do this is review the model's PERT chan (appendix A) task by task and note 
which tasks are already included. For example, general concrete work is already inputted in 
Appendix A, page 65. The AROlee should usc his or her engineering judgement and add 
any necessary general tasks that are unique to the contract. In the gate project, even before 
the design is completed, the AROICC knows the required architectural wall will have footings 
which vtill be poured concrete. At thi~ stage that task can be inputtcd. Other tasks won't be 
so obvious yet, so it is best if the AROlee concentrates on adding or deleting summary 
tasks_ As shown on the remaining pages of Appendix A, there are many summary tasks 
already inputted . The AROICe can go over all these summary tasks and quickly delete 
summary ta~ks which will obviously not be included in the gate project. At the same time the 
AROlee can add summary tasks which may not be in the model. At this time, revising this 
pan of the network isn't as important as reviewing the proje(;t and getting a general idea of 
what to expect from the contractor's design 
The next stcp is to place these summary tasks in some logical order. This is 
easiest using the PERT chan since it is easy to sec the logical sequence in a network diagram 
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At this point it may be possible to expand the summary tasks into hasic individual tasks, hut 
it isn't thai important yet. Establishing dependencies among the summary tasks is the next 
priority At this point let the computer use the default category of start~to-finish relationships 
when connecting the dependencies for the related tasks. An example is where a task such 
as pouring concrete must he finished before wncrete curing can begin (Figure 5). The 
other relationships available will be explained in more detail later in this chapter as the 
schedule is completed in more detail 
Since the government engineering technician will be the person in charge of 
monitoring the contractor on a daily basis, it is a good idea to talk through the preliminary 
schedule with him or her, aIld revise it if necessary. These representatives normally arc 
civilians with extensive !;onstruction experience who can help a great deal 
At this time the model has been transfonned into a very basic schedule that 
shows the logical sequen!;e of major events that make up the project. The AROICC is now 
very fiuniliar with the contract requirements and has a general idea of how the contract could 
be completed. The AROlCC is now ready to begin working with the contractor immediately 
afieraward 
Since this schedule does stan with the RFP, the AROlCC must keep track of 
what is going on between the EFA and the contra!;tor in order to keep the s!;hcdule up to 
date. At this time it must be emphasized this network is only a preliminary schedule which 
shows how the AROICC would complete the job if the AROICC were the contractor, his 
not binding or final, and the AROICC must keep in mind the government is purchasing the 
contractor's expertise; so this schedule is not even close to being accurate and complete at 
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this point in timt 
2. Post-award 
After tht EF A lind the contractor come to an agreement the contract is turned over 
to the ROICC to administer by using a modification to give the ROICC offict contracting 
authority. The contract time docs not start until 15 days after the award, to allow the 
contractor to get organized 
Usually submittals will start coming into the .ROICC office for review and approval 
soon after the award . At this point the AROICC must start u.~ing the preliminary PERT 
schedule to track all the submittals and their deadlines Since the schedule has it all 
sununarized, checking to sec if the contractor has submitttd appropriatt documents on time 
is as easy as checking the dates on the schedule versus what the AROICC has received to 
date. The schedule makes it much easier to keep track ofmuhiple submittals 
Preconstruction Meeting 
Within 10 days of the award the contra(...1:or is required to contact the AROICC 
to schedule a preconstruction meeting This meeting is where the planning orthe project 
design should occur. After the design is completed another preconstlllction meeting will bt 
hdd to plan the actual construction The AROICC already has a good understanding of the 
projet.1 requirements from using the model to develop a preliminary network schedule; so now 
it is time to get tht contractor's input on how the project should be built. It L~ usually btst 
to ltavt tht AROleC's network schedu le at tht office to prtvtnt the contractor from 
misunderstanding it. If the contractor sees a schedule already made by the ARO[CC, he may 
thi nk he is req uired to follow the AROICC's procedure The government is buying the 
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contractor's expertise to design and build the gate project, so the AROICC should listen to 
his ideas. 
rhe AROlCC should sti ll nm the meeting and discuss general details first and 
answer general questions. In the next part of the meeting, the key players should start a new 
network schedule together and step-by-step plan how the project design is going to be 
completed. There may be some resistance to taking the time to develop a network schedule 
at this time. But the time spent is well worth it. It i.~ a productive way to get all of the 
players thinking alike and understanding each other's duties and problems. It helps build a 
positive attitude rather than a suspicious one. Once a network of tasks and their order of 
completion is agreed upon, the contractor and the government should create their own 
schedules. Hopefully both the government and the contractor will generate very similar 
schedules. They will be slightly different since the ROICC's schedule may include inter ofIice 
deadlines and the contractor's may include resourccs and costs. After thc preconslruction 
meeting and developing the schedule, work on the project is rcady to proceed. 
3, Design 
During the design phase the contractor is responsible for most of the work, whether 
it is done by in-house engineers or a subcontracted Engineer a.nd Architect firm. The schedule 
for this phase (Appendix B page 70) rC(Jects this. As the schedule shows from the "begin 
design" task to the final ROICC review, the only time the Government gets involved is for 
the J 5% and 100% reviews. N; previously explained these are meetings with the contractor 
to review the design and the contractor's progress. On the schedule only the major 
milestones are shown with their start and finish dates rhe developed schedule with the actual 
award dates and planned durations will assist the ARorcc and the engineering technician in 
tracking the contractor's progress. Since all the information is summarized on one sheet, it 
is easy to check and see where the contractor should be in the project on any given date 
The schedule is only a tool though, and the AROlCC must be sure to check the contractor'.~ 
actual progress and compare it to the plan. After checking the progress the AROICC is 
responsible for holding the contractor accountable for these dates The schedule cannot 
replace good management skills 
During the design phase, submittals will continue to be sent to the AROiCC for 
approval. The schedule will help identity which ones are required and where they impact the 
plan. It is also very useful to have the requirements summarized in one place, rather than 
constantly sifting through the contract documents to figure out what is due and when. For 
example, if the AROICC wanted to ~e what administrative requirements were due before the 
NTP could be given, all he or she has to do is look in the ~hcdule (Appendix B, pages 70-71) 
and sec what tasks are in the requirements box which is a predecessor to the NTP task box. 
The dates shown in the administrative task boxes are the earliest dales they could be handed 
10 They are not late until the NTP date approaches, which in this example is 14 Dec 94 
As the design and time progresses the schedule shows when the 35% review is due 
and helps lei the AROlCC know when to schedule the meeting. In th is example this dale 
should be 21 Oct 94, which is 15 days after the contract time started, The AROICC should 
bring the preliminary schedule \0 this meeting. The schedule should be reviewed with the 
contrd\.-10r to determine if the 100% design completion date is reasonable, After this meeting, 
and reviewing the plans. the AROTCC should have a general ideal of what the design is going 
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to look like. He or she can now start changing the schedule to retlect actual construction 
The summary tasks can now be checked to see if all of the necessary summary tasks are 
included, and the order of these tasks should be checked. Since the design is still far from 
final, it is not a good idea to spend too much time revising the construction portion of the 
schedule until the 100% design submittal has been submitted. The ARoreC should continue 
to monitor the contract schedule lor the rest of the design phase and take action to keep the 
contractor progressing on time if necessary 
4. Construction 
As shown in Appendix B, page 70. when the 100% design submittal is due, a meeting 
is scheduled to review the design and specifications. If the design is good and reflects what 
the government wants, the contractor will be given the NTP. Usually revisions are still 
necessary, so they are given seven days to revise and submit copies of the final plans and 
specifications. Once the NTP is given the contractor has \0 days to schedule the second 
preconstruction meeting with the AROICC and the government personnel. Will ie the 
AROICC waits for the contractor to prepare for this meeting, this is the time to update the 
preliminary Gantt chart and calculate the PERT network to reflect the anticipated 
construction using the developed design These revisions will be time consuming and must 
be done in detail 
Expanding the Schedule Summary Tasks 
The AROrcc by now should be fully familiar with the plans and specifications 
and be able to check to make sure all the necessary summary tasks arc included in the PERT 
chart. There will probably be several to add, since the plans will have every detail of 
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construction. An example is a cabinet and woodworking summary task. This is not included 
in the model, but it is part of the guard shack construction. Once all the summary tasks are 
included and placed in a logical order, it is time to expand them. This wiil take some time 
Each sununary task must be expanded into all the individual tasks that make up that portion 
of the project For example. in the gate project (Appendix B, page 73) the rough carpentry 
summary task is split up into framing, walls. and roofing. It is important to note that this is 
the time to decide what level of detail will be included in the network. It is not necessary to 
break the sununary tasks into every minute detail. It is not necessary to show every nail that 
is driven into every single board. This would cause the administration of the network to take 
far too much time, since each task in the network should be checked . Each summary task in 
the network should be expanded into a logical sequence of events which comprise it , so the 
AROICC and the engineering technician can follow the progression of work easily. A good 
example of this is the asphalt paving (Appendix 8 , page 73). It is split into four very simple 
tasks which makc up the entire activity-placing subsurface material, spreading slurry, curing 
and finishing. This example is complete yet not complicated by too many tash The number 
of tasks will be based on engineering judgement. 
Ta.~k Categories and Dependencies 
As explained in Chapter II, tllis is also the time to detennine whether each task 
is fixed or efiort based. and what timing each category is assigned . Most tasks in construction 
are in the ASAP category but a fcw are assigned to other categories. In this gate example. 
the only other category used is the As Late As Possible category for the landscaping, since 
the constru(..iion vehicles would destroy it ifi\ was done too early The assignment of these 
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categories should be carefully thought out using engineering judgement 
After the tasks have been expanded and categories have been assigned, it is 
lime to review and mod ifY the dependencies or create new relationships. As mentioned 
previously, the available relationships are finish-to-start, start-to-start, start-to-finish, and 
finish-to-finish 
The finish-ta-.'>\art is the most common and is the (;onstraint or relationship the 
computer automatically assigns to the dependency_ An example is shown in Figure 5; the 
concrete must be poured before curing can begin. The start-to-start is shown in Figure 6 
SS DELAY I 
~NEXT ACTIVITY 
Figure 6. Start-to-Start 
Ths constraint al lows the successor to start one day after the predecessor has started This 
is conunon sense, there is no reason the fence must be finished before painting can begin. The 
next constraint is the start-to-finish as shown in Figure 7. This constraint is not onen used 
A good example is a site that used its own power generator until the main electricity 
connection has been made. Operating the generator cannot be finished before the electrical 
cormection has been made. Another constraint is the finish-to-frnish as shown in Figure 8 
This constraint forces the successor to finish after the predecessor has finished, but allows it 
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to stan some time after the predecessor has started (Sanders, 199 1). These relationships can 
not bc seen in Appendix R unless the dates art": studied carefully. For example, the pouring 
of concrete tasks arc all intenxmnected within the program using a start-to-start relationship 
Estahli~hing dependencies takes time and engineering judgement, and it is 
FF DELAY I 
~NEXTACTIVITY 
Figure 8 Finish-to-Finish 
important to re..1lize it is almost impossible to get it perfect the first time Once the tasks are 
interconnected it is important 10 move the tasks around so as few activity arrows cross as 
possible This will make it easier to move through the network task by task A common 
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error which should be avoided is loops in activity arrows. Any given task should have a clear 
predecessor and successor, and they should not be the same task. Once the AROlCC and the 
technical representative are satisfied with the network it is time to calculate dates 
Calc:ulating the Critical Path and Float 
In the early days ofCPM, calculating dates would often take several days, but 
Timeline can now do it in seconds. Once the computer has calculated dates it is easy to find 
errors, but it can be time consuming. In the network there will now be several different paths 
to follow to the completion date. The longest path is the critical path. In Appendix II the 
critical path starts with the design sequence of tasks, goes through the notice to proceed and 
the concrete work. After the concrete work it goes through rough carpentry, mechanical 
systems, electrical, finish carpentry, lath and plaster, paint, landscaping and finish project 
The critical path is the path where no delays can occur without impacting the estimated 
completion date 
The other shaner paths will now have extra time to fmish their tasks This 
exira time is called float or slack. Positive float indicates there is "hreathing room" hetween 
the time that all the tasks are projected to be completed and the completion orthe project 
For example, in Appendix ll, pages 71 ~72, after the NTP the contractor will be doing 
excavation on the critical path. The ROICC must be notified prior to the excavation to check 
for underground utilities. The NTP is shown to be 14 Dec 94, but excavation doesn't begin 
until I I Jan 95. The notification and approval has a duration of one day; so its stan date is 
shown as 14 Dec 94 . This period from the 14 Dec 94 to II Jan 95 is called the float. If the 
notification happens on 30 Dec 94 it will not delay the project. Float is an extremely 
important concept to understand 
After all the tasks, durations, relationships, and dependencies have been 
inputted. it is time to run the calculation. The Timeline program on command will calculate 
all the stal1 and completion dates for all the ta~ks in the network. The final result is the 
project completion date as shown in Appendi" B, page 76. It is imp0l1ant to remember the 
network will not be perfel:t the first time It usually takes several iterations ofmodifil:ations 
and recalculations before the schedule is realistic and correcL Once the AROICC is satisfied 
with the schedule, he or she is ready for the preconstruction meeting 
(/. Precrm.~tructjon Meeting 
The preconstruction meeting should be split into two parts The fi rst should 
be set aside to discuss general issues on the site, such as gate passes, safety requirements and 
gencml scheduling issues. This should be attended by all interested personnel, including the 
customer. The next part should involve the AROICC, engineering representat ive and 
contracting personnel. who should sit down and plan a network schedule for the construction 
phase. This \.\;ll take a lot of time and probably will not be very popular at first, but, onl:e the 
group realizes they are working together and sharing ideas. it will get easier. By planning the 
project with all the key personnel, issues and problems can be worked out early before the 
contral:t is delayed 
Hopefully by now the l:ontral:tor has developed and submitted his own 
acceptable CPM schedule and Ihe MOlCC can now modify his or hers with the information 
from the preconstruction meeting Using thc schedule the AROlCC should ensure all 
required suhmittals have been approved before on site construction begins 
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Actual Construction 
When constluction begins, most of the problems and delays occur in the first 
half ofconstruction, By planning ahead, using a network and analyzing processes, hopefully 
some problems have already been avoided 
Daily monitoring of the construction is done by the engineering technician; so 
he or she should be wmfortable using the network to identify what tasks are to be completed 
on any given day, The AROICC will monitor the contract progress using the schedule and 
be able to judge when a problem is developing. The AROICC will then be able judge when 
to get personally involved in the project to assist the contractor By early identification of 
the problem, it can be solved before the whole projt!ct is impacted. The schedule will change 
every day; so it will need to be updated periodically to see how the completion date is 
impacted . Every two weeks is usually often enough for updates More frequent updates 
would make the time spent on the computer excessive 
The schedule will be a valuable tool when changes occur Usually the 
contractor vvill automatically request additional time to complete the changes. By analyzing 
whether the changes will impact the critical path, the government will be able to detennine 
whether the contract vvill actually be delayed . For example, if during excavation a rainstorm 
washed out all work done in two days and it had to be redone, the contractor would request 
11 two day extension for the entire project to redo the work. The MOICC can look at the 
schedule and see if excavation is on the critical path. Ifit is, the two day extension should be 
granted, If not the contractor is not entitled to more time. The schedule objectively shows 
everyone how the change or delay actually impacts the project 
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5. Summary 
Implcmcllling the model to create a network schedule for a construction project takes 
time but it is very valuable to the SlIccessfill administration ofthc projcct. Using the program 
is very simple and the model akeady has the ba!ries of a govcrnment contract inputted in a 
database_ By using the model the AROICC can save hours of tedious inputting of 
government contract requirements. TIle rest of the scbedule is developed ming the design 
which requires engineering koowlcdge. 
Oncc tile projcct is started, the nctwork will ch.ange often during construction. TIle 
AROICC and kchnical representative will need to monitor the contract to detenmm: whether 
the contractor is on schcdule_ The network gives the AROTCC a summary of the entire 
project at a glance and saves a great deal oftime, since he or she is not constantly u:yiug to 
find the requirements in the contract documents and manage cvery task ill the comtruction 
process. It DllIst be remembered that the schedule is only a tool; good engineering judgement 





IV. COSTfBENEFIT STUDY 
A. DEFINITIONS AJillPUBUCAnONS 
A costlbenefit study is "a systematic approach to the problem of choosing how to 
employ scarce resources to acl1icvc a given objc(,1ivo(s) in an effective and efficient manner" 
(NAVFAC P422, \993). The co~1!bcncfit study is a tool to ~1udy the factors affecting a 
decision and assist in the aema] decision making Jlroce~s_ This sludy forces the decision 
maker to focus on the economic aspects of a decision and documents the thought process 
used to reach the decision (NA VFAC P422, 1993). It is a systematic way to organize the 
costs and bencfitsofthe various alternatives being studied, compare costs and benefits, rank 
altemative~ and perfoml a sensitivity analysis. 
Within thl;) executive branch ofthe government, the Office ofManagement and Budget 
(OMB) pubbshes Circular No. A-94 dated 29 October 1992. This circular "provides 
guidance on cost~benefit. cost-effectiveness, and lease-purchase analysis to be used by 
agencies in evaluating Federal activities" (OMB Circular A-94, 1992). This circular is 
designed to give the reader general guidance on discount rates, tbe mearuremen\ of costs and 
benefits, the treaunent ofuncenainty, and other issues used in analyses submlUed to OMB 
ill ~"lIppon oflcgisL'Itive and budgct programs (OMR Circular A-94, 1992). Since the circular 
docs not give !>pecific stcps to hclp a reade .. prepare a costlbenefit anaJy~;.., mo5O( agencies 
have developed their O","ll !>"}Jccific guidelines. For example, the Naval Facilities Engineering 
Connnand has developed the !;.l,<QlI.omic Analysis Hamlhonk NAYFAC P-422, which gives 
all prcparcrs ofcostlbenefit analyses within NA YFAC !;Icp-by-stcp guidance. 11lis handbook 
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is also available for purchase by other agencies within the govenunent that may not have their 
O\Vl1 established method~. The handbook gives a vt:ry detailed explanatiou of the six steps 
in developing a costlbenefu analysis. This explanatiou is simple, and uscs many examples to 
illustrate methods and concepts 
Thi<; thesis will use the general guidelines from the OMll Circular A-94 to formulate 
the concepts and theories of the costlbendit study, and the specific step-by-stl.1' instructions 
from the NAVI'AC P-422 to organize the :'1udy. The lack of data available at this time will 
uot allow a thorough costlbenefit analysis to he penormt:d. As a result this study will be 
limited to analyzing very basic costs and benefits and discussing them. Later as the CPM 
method is acnlally used on projects, an analytical study Catl be performed. 
B. PURPOSE OF COSTIBE!'o'EFlT ANALYSIS 
As stated in NAVFAC P-422, there arc three main reasons to perform a eostlbenefit 
analysis when eousidering alternatives in a del.1sion making process: to maximize the use of 
available resources, to ensure qualitative values arc considered, and to implement DOD and 
NAVFAC policy. In today's cost cutting atmosphere it is imperative that government 
employees completely examine aU alternatives to ensure available resources arc maximized 
wilen making decisions involving complex issues and high cost construction. When making 
3 decision, quantitative values are defined and qualitative factors are considered to document 
all costs and benefits, eo.mpare and rank alternatives, and test the uncertainties. Without these 
factors an analysis would be incomplete. The costlbenefit analysis is important to the 
planning, pTOgramming and budgeting process at alllcvc1s ofthe government; and it provides 
an twaluation and documeutation process. Costlhenefu analyses arc valuable decision making 
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tools when used properly 
C. STUDY OF COSTS AND BENEFTIS 
As previously mentioned, this thesis will follow the si'( ~tep procedure fOT economic 
anru.ysisout1ined in NAVFAC P-422 with one e:xccption. Since very little ofthi~ analysis will 
be nuuH:rical, two ~teps ....ill be cumbined. Ihe live ~teps v.ill be (1) defining the objective, 
(2) generating alternatives, (3) fOillmlating as!>umptions and constraints, (4) determining and 
comparing costs and henefits, and ranking alternative;;, and (5) permnlling a sensitivity 
analysis. 
The main gate constmction contract for the Naval Postgraduate School will he u~ed 
as an example to illustrate some oftlle costs and benefits oftbe two management alternatives 
being wdied, manual methods and computerized CPM 
1. Defille the Objective 
There is a desperate need within the CEC to develop better project management 
techniques. Proactive management is much more effective than the current reactive 
IllHlli1gCmcnt. 'This objective ofthis. analysis is to investigate the costs Hnrl benefits ofthe two 
methods ufproject management introduced in the previous section, and determine if the new 
critical path method is. the most efficient and economical method [or controlling construction 
projects 
2. Identif)" Alternatives 
Only two contra(..1. management methods will be exaulined in this section. The current 
method of administration and control ofcontracts is a manual tracking and filing sy,,1em with 
computer ~port for word proccs>!mg functions The proposed method uses computerized 
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critical path management techniques to formulate a network schedule to track and control all 
the tasks wbich. make up a project. A model has been developed wbich has all the typical 
government requirements already inputted into a network, so all a manager has to do is add 
the mlique project tasks to develop a complete network schedule. 
3. Formulate Assumptions and ldentify Constraints 
To continue with tbis analysis, some assumptions regarding the environment must be 
made First it is assumed projl"Ct managers in the Civil Engiueer Corps will be the users of 
the methods discussed. Each ofthcsc project managers is aSS\Ulled to have an engineering 
degree with some basic project management experience or education. It is also assumed that 
the users have some experience using compnter sothvare and hardware. Most offices have 
personal computers, so it is assumed the ROICC offices have personal computers with 4&6 
processors and printers for the AROICC's. Also, it is assumed the number ofpersollllei 
working in tlle office will not ehange and the number of contracts being administered will 
remain constant. 
There are several constraints which must be considered. Co~1: is tht;l biggest 
constraint. ROTCC offices have very limited funding, so expensive tools are not feasible. 
This analysis is limited to very low oost alternatives. This analysis is also constrained by cos1: 
since it will be impossible to accurately detennine the actual costs of the alternatives. Time 
is another constraint which must be mentioned. A oontrnct is awarded with a specific amount 
oftime to complete tbe contract requirements. The alternatives must allow the contract to 
be completed as quickly as possible and within tbe required time. AJso, tbe alternatives 
cannot be training-intensive, since it is impossible for a project manager to be away for any 
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length of tirnc to learn a new system. It is impossible at this point LO estimate exactly' how 
many man-hollrs are needed for Ildministering the contracts using either method 
4. Costs and Benefits 
fhere afC two types of costs and benefits quantifiable and nonquanlifiablc. For this 
example there is v~ lillie thal can actually be quantified. The documentation for the current 
method is limited so that actual costs will not be able to he determined accurately. Also, since 
the developed CPM model has never been used, there is no way to accurately forecast the 
actual costs. Most ofthe costs and henefits analyzed here \vill be nonquantifiable and will be 
discussed and compared 
Costs 
The costs of the current method of contract administration are estimated to 
be between 2 percent and 5 percent of the contract cost (O' Brien, 1993). Since the gate 
project is valued at $183,000 the eSlimfited contract fldministrativc costs fire between S3660 
and 59150 The estimated cost of administering a contract using th~ C1':\.-1 method is 0.5 
p~rc~nt ofth~ contrflct cost. So, for the gate proj~ct the cost would b~ approximately $915 
(O'Brien, i 99J).To use the CPM method a project management software program must be 
purchased. A simple program called Timeline by Symantec was used to d~velop the model 
Most programs cost $300-S600, Since Timeline does require some training, an outside 
cOllSultant can be hired to lmin pelsonnel fOI approximately $500 pel day !l.iost training 
sessions arc only 1-3 days 
The difference hetween the cost of administration of the more expensive 
current method, and the CPM method is between $2745 and $8235 \Vith procurement of 
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a $600 package of software, and thre~ days of training added to th~ administration of the 
contract, CPM i~ estimated to cost approximately $301 S. Using CPM is less expensive than 
the e~timated minimum cost of the current mcthod, and using the model repeatedly decreases 
Ihis cost even further 
There are numerous costs of using both methods which cannot be estimated 
numerically The most important cost using the current method is the high cost of change 
orders which have become very common in construction contracts. Contractors bid or 
negotiate a price that is too low to cover the actual construction costs to ensure they are 
awarded the contract. They then have to tind problems with the design to negotiate for 
changes. A change order takes time to negotiate and settle; so, in order to avoid long cosUy 
delays, the government may settle for too high a price 
Time is another significant source of costs It is not uncommon fo r 
construction contracts using the current method to take twice the time originally specified in 
the awarded contract. The costs involved in time delays include labor and overhead . For 
every day the contract is delayed the govenunent pays for personnel to continue administering 
the contract. Overhead includes many costs, such as the transportation costs for the field 
persotmel to get to the constru(.."t ion site, plus their daily salaries. The government also loses 
the usc of the new facility _ The gate contract actually took 250 days, which is 75 days over 
the ~pecilicd contract time of 175 days. The delays began with the contractor's problems 
with the design subcontractor's lack of performance. The contractor did not hold the 
subcontractor accountable for a complete design on time, and the government did not hold 
the prime contractor to the deadlines. Another source of delays occurred during construction; 
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the contractor found several scope and design discrepancies. These resulted in various 
change orders which had to be developed, negotiated and signed. As a result of the lost time, 
the contractor often rushes to finish the project: so the quality of construction i~ a cost factor 
Poor quality construction must be replaced soom:r than high quality construction_ Oilen the 
materials are not ordered on time, arrive late, or arrive in poor condition but are used anyway 
General costs of using the CPM method also involve time costs, but they are 
different from the current method time costs_ CP.\1. time costs occur mostly during start up 
The program clocs take time to learn how to usc. However, most engineers are proficient 
after using it for one project When inputting actjvilies and lasks of a project, the average 
person can input approximately 300 tasb per hour (O'Brien, 1993). It is estimated that 70 
percent of the contract administratjon time i~ spenl during the preconstl1Jclion phase in 
planning and developing a schedule when using ePM (Ahuja, 1994). Once the project 
schedule has been developed with the contractor and work begins, the AROICC doesn't need 
to be involved on a daily basis until there are problems to solve. It has been proven that by 
using CPM scheduling, contract duration can be decreased overall by 20-50 percent (O'Brien, 
1993). In government cOlltraeting, time is equal to money, Planning a project initially with 
the contractor using ePM significantly decreases the costs overall 
Another cost of the current method of contracl administration is the toll it 
takes on the people trying to adminiSTer the contract. The lack of organization and control 
makes the contract much more complicated and difficult to administer, The AROleC gets 
overwhelmed and fnlstrated with trying to keep up with all aspects of the project. This 
results in lost productivity. poor morale, and poor retention of eEe officers and otiler 
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government personnel. 
The CPM method may also have an initial impact on morale AROrCC's and 
other government personnel have been using the current method for so long that a new 
method may decrease morale initially_ There will also be an initial constant involvement of 
the ROTCC in the use ofthis method to ensure the project management staff is actually using 
thc method properly 
There are many nonquantitative costs for both methods The current method 
has signifiC<Ult costs since change orders, time delays, inferior quality and poor morale have 
become the "norm" in government contracting, The initial start-up cost of the CPM method 
is significant, but compared to the costs of numerous change orders, lengthy delays, and 
replacing inferior work it is minor. As previollsly mentioned, the morale may decrease at tirst 
with CPM. It can be difficult to learn a ne\-\' program and new ways to administer a contract, 
hut, a~ government employees and contractors see how much easier it gets with experience, 
morale will improve. Many people involved with government contracting are already 
frustrated and st!e no way out, so CPM may provide hope for better project management. It 
is better to have the possibility of improving the contracting process than standing by and 
doing nothing 
h. Benefit.~ 
There are no quantifiable benefits of using the current method The only 
quantifiable benefit ofusing the CPM method is the savings of administrative costs_ As shown 
earlier the current method costs between $3660 and $9150, and the CPM method is estimated 
to cost only $915 Even with training costs and procurement costs of the software the CPM 
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method is still less expensive 
The nOllquantifiablc bcnctils of using the current method involve personnel 
Government employees amI contractors are comfortable with the current method of 
aurnirustration. They know what to expect from etch other and have developed routine ways 
of doing business CPM is unfamiliar and takes time to learn, so there will be some initial 
rhe nonquanlifiable benefits of CPM are numerous. The most obvious benefit 
is the whole project becomes a logical sequence of events which can easily be tracked and 
used as a tool to etlectively control the project. By increa~ing control, the government savl;:s 
valuable resources, and time. while improving quality 
The benefits for the Motee begin with the award ofthe contract L:sing this 
method the AROICC must use the contract documents and the CPM model to develop a 
preliminary network schedlile. The model significantly decreases the time to input tasks, since 
all the standard contract requirements are already inputted into a sample network 
Developing a schedule forces early planning. Early planning has several benefits, induding, 
but not limited to, eady identification of design problems, complete knowledge of the project, 
and increased confidence During the preCOnSIll1ction meeting, developing a network plan 
with the contractor forces the govenunent and the contractor to focus on an objective and to 
work as a team in planning the construction ofthe project, Actual methods and sequenccs 
are discussed and agreed upon, contract requirements are reviewed, and a realistic schedule 
is generated. Having an early schedule gives the contractor an idea ofwhen materials will be 
needed, so thal long lead items can he ordered early Reviewing the design with the 
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contractor early will help identify de~ign and construction problems before construction is 
delayed. An added benefit ofusing Ihe preconstruction meeting as a planning meeting is that 
the contractor sees the government is intere~ted in the project, and is ready work as a team 
with the contractor. The current method has no planning guidclines beyond discussing the 
basic requirements at a preconstruct ion meeting. and usually only a bar chart schedule is 
required. This schedule is rarely used Prohlems are dealt with as they arise with change 
orders which cause expensive delays 
Once the schedule is generated and construction begins, there are other 
benefits of using the CPM model to develop a plan. The task-by-task network schedule is 
completely factual and is not easy to manipulate. It shows a finn start date and a completion 
date. When problems do occur the government and th e contractor can use the schedule to 
objectively discuss the actual impact of the problem on the project This eliminates 
personality conflicts, excuses and rationalizations 
The better communications and coordination from using the CPM method 
have many benefits The projcct doesn't have as many time delays from poor planning, the 
quality of work is improved, and the cost of changes is reduced. Change orders are much 
easier with the CPM network schedule When negotiating the scope of changes with the 
contractor, it can be used to objectively map out how the changes will impact construction 
and assist with planning the hest method to implement them with the least impact on the 
project. This el iminates personality conflicts. The current method of administering change 
orders is to negotiate a price and give an automatic time extension for the additional work. 
The government usually doesn't check to see if this change is on the critical path and will 
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actually delay construction. An added benefit of better government management. will attract 
hetter quality contractors who don't need change orders to finish on time with a profit 
Claims ,,~[[ also be reduced if the contractor is ~atisfied with the government's management 
of change orders. Claims are often made for higher amounts than the contract is worth, since 
the contractor's overhead is approximately 25 percent of the contract cost Claims generally 
are submitted when the contractor is past the contract completion date and over hudget, If 
the CPM method reduces the time spent on a project, it i~ logical to assume disputes and 
claims will occur less often 
The CPM network is ha"Cd on common sense and is veT)' easy to read Even 
an uneducated laborer can read the tasks, follow the activity arrO\vs, and !\lJgge~t bctter ways 
of compieling a particular activity alit in the 6eld the schedule is easy to post up on a board 
for daily reference, and it provides a way to track and mark progress, The schedule is 
dynamic, but it gives personnel an accurate visual idea of where they arc in the construction 
process and pro\<ides a "red light" when a task is lale in starting or if a problem is developing 
For example, in the gate project there were problems getting the final design on time. If a 
network ~chedule had been used it would have been immediately apparent that the date on 
the schedule had oome and gone, and the AROICC could have taken measures to correct the 
problem early, Also, being able to see the whole project picture, track the progression, and 
lTlake imrnwement suggestions, boost morale for any worker 
The schedule is veT)' easy to revise as the project progresses The computer 
does all the hard work. All the project manager has to do is input the revised dates 01 
durations, and the computer will recalculat.e a new schedule in seconds L"pdating the 
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schedule also emphasizes the passage of time 
A very important benefit of the CPM method is that it reduces the amount of 
time the AROICC neoos to spend on each particular contract. With a CPM network schedule 
the engineering technician, who inspects the site daily, can keep the AROTCe infonned and 
up to date on what tasks have heen completed. The AROICC can analyze the network for 
potential problems and get involved early to prevent delays. This way the AROreC does not 
need 10 be involved in every day tasks when the project is nmning smoothly. This saves the 
AROICe a great deal oftime. Using Ihe current method, the AROICe is involved wilh 
every ta<;k when he or she has the time. Ths necessitates many site visits. The ePM method 
will reduce frustratio n and im prove morale. The CPM schedule also shows the contractor 
the government is interested in the progression of the project and keeps both parties aware 
of time passing. 
The ePM network also makes it easier to report progress to the customer and 
higher authority. The schedule is easy to print out, and is easy to understand since the 
network schedule is a visual tool. TIle schedule is objective so one can see exactly how much 
work has actually been completed. The CUITent method relies on meetings and the ARoreC's 
perception of where construction is. Using the ePM method, payments to the contractor are 
easy to verifY and approve tor the same reason; because it is possible to see exactly where he 
stands in the project schedule. The CPM schedule is objective 
After the CPM method is implemented, eaeh completed project will be a 
historical file on actual costs and task durations. These historical files can be used to create 
better specifications and designs 
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Overall, the CPM method with the CPM model ha~ many benefits as compared 
with the current method of adrninistTalion, It reduces the cost of construction and helps 
reduce time delays. It also increases the quality of work since the correct materials are 
ordered in plenty of lime to use them in the projcl:t. There is less rework if the job is planned 
and then executed, Also, a well manllged project increases employee satisfaction and 
facilitates positive team work with the contractor 
Summary 
After detennining the costs and benefits and comparing them, it is ohvious the 
current method of contract administration is a source ofwaste in the government. The CPM 
method is the most effective oflhe two alternatives under the givl!ll constraints The costs 
arc lower and the benefits definitely outweigh the <.:Osts 
5. Sensili"'ily Analysis 
Choosing between the two allernalives doe~ have a moderate level of uncertainty 
when considering the estimated administrative costs. !\s stated earlier. the estimated cost of 
administering the NPS gale conlract using the eunentlllethod is approximat.ely 2-5 percent 
afthe contract cost. or $3660-$91 SO, The estilllakd cost of using the rPM method is 0,5 
percent or $915. This cost is even lower if the developed CP\,f model is used, since several 
IK)llrs ofinpUlting data have already been done, Even if the Cl-'M method cost increased by 
300 percent it would still e gllal the low end of the culTt'nt method'~ cost range These fiS'UfCS 
arc based on accumulated experience of engineers who have studied the costs of contract 
administration,(O'Bricn, 1(91) These figures are only estimates of course. The training costs 
ofCPM and the purchase cost of project management software an: based on quotes from 
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computer magazine references, so there is a very low level of uncertainty associated with 
them 
The nonquantifiable costs and benefits have moderate uncertainty since the problems 
mentioned are based on the author's personal experience and discussions with other CEC 
officers who have been AROICe's. All officers interviewed had the same complaint. There 
was too much work to do for one person. The henefits of both methods are based on 
conmlOn sense and have lillie uncertainty associated with them. Even though there is some 
uncertainty regarding the costs and benefits, it will not alter the ranking of the alternatives 
The benefits clearly outweigh the costs for the CPM method 
D. SUMMARY 
The cast/benefil study clearly shows that using the CPM method with the developed 
model is more beneficial to the government when compared to the current method of 
administration. The CPM method with project management software is inexpensive and 
requires minimal training so it falls within the studies stated constraints. The CPM method 
will reduce costs, decrease contract duration and improve the quality of construction 
v. CONCIXSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A. CO:'\"Cl.lfSIO:'\"S 
lhc first research quc~tiOil asked ifCPM is an effective, efficient, consistent method 
to manage and control II "typical construction contract". As explained and illu5tratcd in the 
previous chapters, it is. Its benefits arc numerom, but most'iignificnntiy, it is a useful tool 
to control the schedule, reduce costs and improve quality of construction projects 
With aU the project management software packages available, the (PM method is 
even easier to use today. All that is necessary is to input tasks into II Gantt chart, assign 
durations to each task, place them in order ofexel'Ution, and establish interdependendes. The 
computer will then calculate the all the Htart and completion dates for each task, contract 
completion date, and the critical path. 
TIle Timeline softwue made it easy to develop a !'iI:andard model for a typicill 
government contract. This anS\vers the second research question. To develop the model. 
an the common required administrative requirements were inplltted and saved, with the 
appropriate durations. Along with the admini~1rative requirements, common sillJplc 
construction summa:ry tasks were also inputted and saved. As shown earlier, this model can 
be used as a ~aning point for governmt.'I1t eontrat."ts to save the MOICC homs ofinputting 
tasks that arc common to the majority of government contracts. 
The third research que~"tion asked if the CPM method is better than the current 
method of administration. The costJbenefit study indicated that the CPM method used with 
the modd is much more efficient and cost effective than the cunent manual methods of 
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contract administration. As a rcsuJt, this method and model will assist the AROIeC, by 
allowing him or her to consistently manage a project and help to detcmtine where his or her 
personal involvement is needed most. This saves the AROlCC time, and the effective 
management of the contract will improve the morale of all the government workers 
administering the project. 
In sumruary, the existing method of admini!>tcring a contract is inadequate and very 
frustrating for all involved. Using CPM along with the developed model will reduce this 
frustration, improve quaJity, reduce costs and help complete the project on time. 
B. R£COMI\1ENDAnONS 
1. Implementation 
Since CPM and the developed model are an effective and efficient way to Illllnage 
construction contracts it should be implemented in all ROTCC offices. This could be difficult, 
since there are many R(nCe offices. NAVFAC would have to be convinced CPM is the be!;( 
method of contract admiltistration and require it be included in all contract specifications. 
Each individual RoreC office has enough freedom to choose which method of administration 
will be used. If enough ROICC offices have suceess with the CPM method and model, 
NAVFAC will evennl3l1y notice the improvement in management and make CPM a 
requirement for all construction contracts. 
Procedure 
lbe best way to implement thc CPM method is to mtroduce it slowly. First, 
buy the program and introduce it to the MOJCC's and engineellng technicians, and convince 
them it is a superior way to administer a contract. Informal training is a good way to do this. 
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Next, have the AROICC's usc the model to develop a network plan for their next new 
contract First, the ROTCC or someone else in the office shOllld be comfortable enough with 
the program and methods to anS\Ver questions and offer encouragement. The plan should 
then be used to track and control the whole project. The ROICC will need to check the 
AROICC'sprog,ress to make sure the plan is used properly. Otherwise changing the methods 
of admini!;\ration could end up heing a failure. Once the AROICC and other employees 
become comfortable with the proce~s, and have success \vjth it, they ""ill be ,"villing to try it 
on other projcct~ 
b. Problems 
As with any ncw method or proccss, there will be difficulty in implementing 
it At:first there ""ill bl! some rl!si>tance to trying something new. MaIlllgement will probably 
support it in conccpt but have no idea of huw to implement it. 1be AROICC and the 
engineering technician ",ilifeel this lack of support and participation, and assume it will take 
far too much time to plan a project ~ep-by-~ep and develop a network ~hedule. The 
contractor's n::si~tancc tu ''high tech gimmicks" will rcinforcc this fccling. Since CPM is 
teehnic.1lly more complex thnn the current method, cmployees will be reluctant to try it 
Other problems occur during the project. Even if n schedule is generated, it may not he 
properly used or updated. It may be produced ouly to fulfill a contract requirement, while the 
o.:urrent o.:ontr~'--t adminis-uative mcthod~ 3fe not cliangetl subs-tantivdy Another serious 
problem is that the current contract specifications do not clearly specifY a network schedule. 
As a result, it ""ill be difficult to get the contractor to produce one. This requirement may 
need to be added to the ~ccifications at thc Engineering Field Activity The CPM schedule 
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requirement can also be added to the contraci after award by the ROICC. 
Summary 
There ·will be problems impit:menting the CPM method, bUi pcrsistence and 
patience will payoff. Once there arc a few success stories to tell, people will be eager to 
implement CPM to manage their projects more easily and effectively. 
C. Recommendation for Further Study 
This metbod is obviously beneficial to all personnel involved in a contract, but there 
is no real quantitative proor: Once this method is implcm.ented for a few projecls, an 
interesting tbesis topic would be to analyze the actual reduction in the costs of construction 
and time delays. 1bcse projects could be used as actual case studi~s and compared to similar 
projects done in tb.e past using the traditionaJ mcthod of administration and control. 
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